Effect of Vacancy Concentration on Elastic and Electronic Properties of InAs and GaAs: Towards Defected Structures of Nanoobjects.
This paper pertains to elastic properties of InAs and GaAs semiconducting crystals containing various amounts of vacancies--the relevant issue in the case of nanostructured electronic materials. The linear relationship between elastic constants and point defects concentration deduced from our classical molecular dynamic and ab initio calculations, confirms that an increasing vacancy content results in a decrease of pertinent elastic parameters, namely the crystal elastic stiffness-tensor components, the effect called herein "the softening of material" for simplicity. The pseudo-potential-based approach provides us results compatible with the available experimental data, while the alternatively used empirical potentials failed to account for different kind of vacancies on the elastic properties of semiconductors. Our results provide an expanded insight into the problems of modeling of the properties of the defected InAs and GaAs crystal structures. This issue is of interest to nanoelectronics and production of nanomaterials currently.